Autumn/Winter 2019

PALMERO
Inspired by nature, this collection
of leafy botanicals and statement
tropical designs will be sure to
bring creativity to any interior
space. This eclectic collection
of watercolour designs feature
abstract florals, painterly textures
and gentle geometrics, all digitally
printed onto 100% brushed cotton,
perfect for drapes and upholstery.
Go wild with zingy shades of spice
and teal or play it cool with trendy
shades of blush and navy.
(Front) Chair: Tropicana Forest Cushions left to right: Impasto Surf, Sagano Forest & Medley Mineral Throw: Arielli Forest
Drape: Palmero Forest (Above) Drapes: Marissa Sorbet Cushions left to right: Florrie Pastel, Impasto Blush & Medley Pastel

(Top Right) Cushions: Marissa Spice, Medley Spice & Otis Mineral Footstool: Palmero Mineral

CO-ORDINATES

( Left) Drape: Lila Mineral Cushions left to right: Zora Smoke, Orian

na Blush/Mineral, Pica Mineral & Elise Citrus Throw: Lila Blush

( Above ) Throw: Fleur Chartreuse/Charcoal Cushions: Zora Mineral,

Otis Mineral, Pica Citrus & Kiki Smoke Drape: Elise Mineral

( Right ) Blind: Kiki Ochre Footstool: Elise Natural

This collection of playful patterns are printed
onto 100% cotton and available in a range of
trend-driven shades, cleverly designed to
co-ordinate! Charming small scale designs
include ikat motifs, simple florals, neat chevrons
and enduring geometrics. Combine shades of
ochre and grey for a smart style or play with
trendy pastel shades of blush and mineral.
Perfect for blinds and cushions, these can be
teamed with each other or existing collections
in the Studio G portfolio. These quirky patterns
are perfect for table top and are also available
in PVC.

SAKURA
Japanese nature inspires these statement
designs, cherry blossom and bamboo
motifs, woven with matt and shiny yarns,
adding depth and tone with watercolour
characteristics, as though each were painted.
Teamed with smart geometrics and simple
spots, this collection is versatile yet bold.
Available in natural shades of pebble and
ivory, these drapery fabrics can be layered
with monochromatic shades of teal and denim
to add drama and pops of colour to any living
space.

KELSO
With a delicate soft finish,
Kelso is carefully blended so it
is smooth to touch with a wool
like handle. Whilst delicate
in appearance, this tactile
quality is surprisingly durable
and suitable for upholstery.
Available in 42 pastel shades
that create a calm inviting
atmosphere with a rainbow of
relaxed tones.
(Top) Drape: Acer Denim Cushions top to bottom: Sasa, Obi & Aria Denim (Above) Cushions left to right: Obi Pebble, Aria Teal, Acer
Pebble & Sakura Denim Drape: Sasa Pebble (Reverse) Drape: Sakura Teal Cushions: Sasa Teal & Aria Pebble
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